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For M an R-module, the set Su(M X M) of submodules of M X M is an additive relation 
algebra under lattice meet and join, composition of relations, unary converse ((a, b) in f # iff 
(b, a) E f), relational mm ((a, b + c) E f + g if (a, b) Ef and (a, c) E g), and several 
constants. For a ring R with unit, vK denotes the variety of additive relation algebras generated 
by {Su(M x M): M an R-module}. 
The analysis of these varieties includes an algorithm for recursively solving free word 
problems for YR in many cases, the classification of all the distinct varieties YR, a self-duality 
result for all YR, and a proof that 7fR is not finitely axiomatizable for R a field with 
characteristic zero, among other cases. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose R is a ring with unit and M is an R-module. We call Su(M X M), the 
set of submodules of the product M x M, an additive relation algebra Rel(M) 
under the operations 
S A g, f v g, 0, Z (bounded lattice); 
fg (composition of relations); 
f” = {(u, u): (u, ZL) Ef} (converse); 
1 = {(u, u): u E M} (diagonal); 
S+g= {(u, u + w): (u, u) Ef, (u, w) Eg} (relational sum); 
-l={(u,-u): uEM}. 
Abstract additive relation algebras of this type were studied in [9], and relation 
algebras of modules without relational sum were studied in [S, 131. Earlier work 
on additive relation categories [l, 2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14, 1.51 is closely related, since 
the structures of an additive relation category %’ induce an additive relation 
algebra structure on each endomorphism set %‘(X, X). 
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In the second section, the methods of [lo] are generalized to obtain a decision 
procedure for additive relation algebra identities. Consider the unique ring 
homomorphism I: Z -+ R preserving 1, where Z denotes the ring of integers. Say 
that integer division is computable in R if we can compute whether l(m) divides 
J(n) in R for arbitrary m, n E Z. We consider inclusion formulas p 5 q in the four 
binary, one unary and four nullary operations above, such as the example 
ox, A Z(x, + (-1)x,) 5 1 v XfX, 
that we develop later. Our main computability result is that for any fixed ring R, a 
procedure exists for determining whether an arbitrary additive relation algebra 
formula p 5 q is satisfied in Rel(M) for every R-module M if and only if integer 
division is computable in R. For example, computability always holds if R has 
nonzero characteristic. 
Suppose 7~‘“~ denotes the variety of additive relation algebras generated by the 
class {Rel(M): M in R-Mod}. The above computability results are equivalent to 
the solvability of the word problem for “I’,-free additive relation algebras on 
denumerably many generators. In the final section, we show that all the varieties 
‘VR can be classified in essentially the same way as lattice varieties were classified 
in [3, lo]. It is possible to characterize the relations VR C V.y and VR = V.Y for 
arbitrary rings R and S in terms of ring characteristics plus the degrees of 
invertibility of R and S with respect to primes p. Here, the degree of invertibility 
of P in R is k if k is the smallest nonnegative integer such that l( pk+‘) divides 
{( p”) in R, and is the infinite ordinal w if there is no such k. The classification 
theorem combined with results of [9] yields a self-duality theorem: For each R, A 
in ‘VR implies that the duals A”““, Aord and A* of [9,2.7] are in VR. Finally, it is 
showed that VR is not finitely axiomatizable if R is a ring with characteristic zero 
such that infinitely many primes have finite degree of invertibility for R. 
2. Word problems for varieties of additive relation algebras 
We first note a few properties of the varieties of additive relation algebras to be 
considered. 
2.1. Definitions and properties. Following [9], let 7 denote the algebraic type (2, 
2, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 2, 0) with operations meet (A), join (v), 0, I, composition 
(juxtaposition), converse (#), 1, relational sum (+), and - 1. Let V denote the 
variety of T-algebras given by the axioms of [9,2.1]: 
- axioms for modular lattices with bounds 0 and I; 
- composition is associative with unit 1; 
- converse is an involution (that is, f”” = f and (fg)# = g”f”); 
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- converse, product and sum are order-preserving in each of their arguments; 
- sum is commutative and associative with zero IO, 1 + (-1) = IO and (-1)f = 
f(-1); 
- half-distributivities (S + g)h 2 fh + gh and f( g + h) 5 fg + fh, and 
- fZ/\g5ff#g5fOvg. 
Let VR denote the variety of r-algebras generated by 
{Rel(M): M in R-Mod} . 
(a) For all R, YR C V [9,2.2(a)]. 
(b) Each subvariety of ‘V is congruence distributive (including Y itself and each 
‘VR). (See [5, Example 5, p. 3561.) 
(c) No nontrivial subvariety of z’ (in particular, neither “I’ nor any 7fR for 
nontrivial R) is congruence permutable. (This follows by Mal’cev’s theorem (see 
[5, Theorem 4, p. 172]), since all r-polynomials p(x, y, z) are monotonic in each 
argument [9,2.3], and so ~(0, 0, I) = Z and ~(0, I, Z) = 0 is impossible in 
nontrivial members of Y.) 
The main objective of this section is to extend the methods of [lo] to prove that 
for many R, free VR-algebras have recursively solvable word problems. We first 
observe that this is not the case for finitely-presented additive relation algebras. 
2.2. Theorem. There exists an additive relation algebra presentation with 2 
generators and 1 relation which has a recursively unsolvable word problem for any 
quasivariety of additive relation algebras % C “Irsuch that Rel(M) E % for M a free 
R-module on denumerably many generators over some nontrivial ring R. The 
presentation does not depend on %. I7 
The proof is given in [8, Theorem 1, p. 501. We remark that only meet, join, 
multiplication, converse and multiplicative unit structures and the axioms [9, 
2.1(a)-(c)] are used for this proof. (Lattice modularity is not used.) 
As in [lo], we begin the analysis of a free word problem instance d 5 e by 
applying a recursive decomposition procedure to the r-polynomials d = 
d(x,, x2.. . . , xn) and e = e(x,, x2, . . . , x,). 
2.3. Definitions. Let Wn or W,(X, T) denote the set of all r-polynomials on the set 
of variables X, = {x,, x2, . . . , x,}, n 20. Let V denote the free Z-module 
generated by denumerably many variables { ai}rrl. Elements of V will either be 
denoted by Z-linear combinations of variables ai or by formal sums c n,ai, where 
it will always be understood that the sum is taken for i 2 1, and that 
n,, n2, n3,. . . are integers, with all except finitely many of them equal to zero. 
We define V* similarly, except that the generating set of variables is {f;}izl rather 
than {ai}lzl. 
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Given c in IV,,, we recursively define a finite sequence G,(c), G,(c), . . . , G,(c) 
of lists of triples in V x V x W,. First, G,(c) is the list with the one term 
(a,, a,, c}. For k > 0, Gk(c) and all subsequent terms are undefined if G,_,(c) 
has no kth element. Suppose G,_,(c) has kth term (c m,ai, c nia,, ck), and let j 
be the smallest integer such that ai has coefficient zero in every element of V 
occurring in G,_,(c). Define by cases as follows: 
If ck is 0, I, 1, -1 or xi in X,z, then Gk(c) = G,_,(c). 
If ck is S A g for r-polynomials f and g, then G,(c) is obtained by adding the 
triples 
(c m;a,, c n,a,, f) and (c m,ait C nisi, g) 
to the end of G,_,(c). 
If ck is f v g, then Gk(c) is obtained by adding 
(aj7 'j+l, f) and ( -ui + C miui, -ai+l + C ni*,, g > 
to the end of G,_,(c). 
If ck is fg, then Gk(c) is obtained by adding 
(C m,ai, aj, f) and (ai,C n,a,, g) 
to the end of G,_,(c). 
If ck is f’, then Gk(c) is obtained by adding 
(C ni”i9 C m,ai, f) 
to the end of G,_,(c). 
If ck is f + g, then Gk(c) is obtained by adding 
(c m,ai, a,, f) and (C m,4, -aj + C n,ai, g) 
to the end of G,_,(c). 
This completes the recursive definition. We can verify that this procedure 
always terminates at G,(c) with t equal to the number of symbols in c, excluding 
parentheses and counting each multiplication and each -1 as one symbol. So, we 
define G(c) to be the final list G,(c), with G,,i(c) undefined. Let G*(c) be the 
same as G(c), except that each a, is replaced by f, for each term of V in G(c), so 
that G*(c) is a list of elements of V* x V” x W,. 
The recursive analysis of a word problem instance d 5 e for d and e in W, 
begins with computation of G(d) and G*(e). We will alternate formal definitions 
with a specific example, to assist the reader. 
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2.4. Example. Suppose d = Ox, A 1(x, + (-1)x,) and e = 1 v x:x,. Then G(d) is 
the list 
1. (a,, u2, ox, A 1(x, +(-1)x,)) 7. (a,, u2, Xl + (-lb,) 
2. (u,, u2, 0x2) 8. (u,, us, Xl > 
3. (a,, a29 I(x, + (Wh)) 9. (a‘$, a2 - a59 (-05) 
4. (a,, u3, 0) 10. (u,, u6, -1) 
5. (u,, x2> u2, 11. hj,u2-u54 
6. (u,, ud,I> 
and G*(e) is the list 
2.5. Definitions. For c in W,, define V(c) C V as follows: 
V(c) = V,(c) u V,(c) u V,(c) u V,(c) 7 
V,(c) = {u E V: (u, u’, 0) is in G(c) for some u’ in V}, 
V,(c) = {ZJ E v: ( u’, u, 0) is in G(c) for some u’ in V}, 
V,(c) = {c (mi - n,)a,: (c mp,, c niui, 1) is in G(c)}, and 
V,(c) = {C (m, + n,)a,: (C m,u,, c niui, -1) is in G(c)}. 
For j = 1,2, . . . , II, define U,(c) C V x V by 
U,(c) = [(c ~,a,, c .,ui): (c miui, c niui, xi> is in G(c)) . 
Define V*(c) C V* and UT(c) C V* x V* for j = 1,2, . , n similarly, using the 
list G*(c) with each ui replaced by h. 
2.6. Example. For d and e as in Example 2.4, V(d) = {a,, ~3, a4 + a,}, u,(d) = 
{(a,, 49 b,, u2 - u,)>, U2(d) = {(“3y %)>? v*(e) = {f? -f4), u;(e) = 
{(fs, f2 -f4), (f5, f, -f3)> and u:(e) =0. 
2.7. Definitions. Let R be a ring with unit. Define lR : iZ+ R (or just l) to be the 
unique ring homomorphism preserving 1, so that lR(n) = 1 + 1 + . . . + 1 (n times) 
for 12 2 1, etc. Note that lR(n) for integer n, and l,(n)-’ if it exists, are central 
elements of R. Let e,,, or just 5 denote the unique Z-linear map V-+ Rk such that 
6(’ mi”i) = ( l(mr>? by ’ . . 3 lcrnk))’ 
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2.8. Proposition. Let R be a ring with unit, and let d and e be r-polynomials in W, 
for some n 2 0. Let 5 = <K,k, where k is the largest integer such that ak has nonzero 
coejj‘icient in some element of V in G(d). Let N be the R-submodule of Rk 
generated by {t(u): u E V(d)}, let 7: Rk -+ RklN be the canonical map, and let 
K=[q:V+RklN.Forj=l,... n, let yi be the element of Rel(RklN) generated by 
{(K(U), ‘h’)): (u, u’) E U#)), 
with y, = 0 if U,(d) is empty. Then d 5 e is satisfied for all additive relation 
algebras in YfR if and only if (K(a,), K(a,)) is in e( y,, yz, . . . , y,). 
Proof. By induction from bottom to top of the list G(d), we can verify that 
(K(a,), 44) is in 4Y,, Y,, . . , y,). So, the forward implication follows. 
Suppose that (K(a,), K(a2)) is in e(y,, y,, . . . , y,) under the given hypoth- 
eses. It suffices to prove that 
for arbitrary zl, . . . , z, in Rel(M), M an R-module. Let (u,, u2) be in 
Q,, . . , zn>. By induction from top to bottom of G(d), we can define 
v3, u,, . . , vk in M such that for each triple (c m,a,, c nia,, c) in G(d), 
( ?I S(m;>Vi, $I1 i(n,)u,) is in c(z,, . . . , z,,) 
Let p : Rk + M be the unique R-linear map such that 
k 
I*((r,, r2J . . . , 'k)) = lFl ri”i. 
Restating the above, (u, u’, c) in G(d) implies that (p( t(u)), ~(e(u’))) is in 
c(z1, z2,. . . > 2,). But then P( t(v)) = 0 f or v in V(d). So, NCKer CL, and there 
exists an R-linear map V: RklN+ M such that p = TV. So, KU = 577~ = 5~ in the 
commutative diagram 
For each j 5 n, yj is generated by pairs (K(U), K(u’)) such that (u, u’, xi) is in 
G(d), hence ( v(K(u)), v(K(u’))) = (p( t(u)), ~(e(u’))) is in zj. Using this 
observation and induction on T-polynomial length, we can show that (s, t) in 
c(y,, Y,, . . . 7 y,) implies (v(s), v(t)) is in c(z,, z2, . . . , z,) for arbitrary c in 
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W,,(X, 7). But 
+i, %> = (&(%))> cL(!%%))) = (+(%)), r’(K(%))) > 
so (u,, u,) E e(z,, . . . , .z,~) and d(z,, . . , z,,) 5 e(z,, . , z,). The reverse im- 
plication of the proposition then follows. q 
We are now prepared to develop the remainder of the decision procedure, 
using the second list G*(e). We regard f, for each j as an element of Rk/N which 
has a representative (a,,, u2,, . . . , a,,) in Rk. A system of equations on the 
coordinates a,, and some auxiliary variables is constructed so that we can decide 
the vR-free word problem d 5 e by applying Proposition 2.8. 
2.9. Definitions. Suppose d and e are r-polynomials in W,, and R is a ring with 
unit. Let k be the largest integer such that uk has nonzero coefficient in some 
element of V occurring in G(d), and let k* be the largest integer such that fk* has 
nonzero coefficient in some element of V* occurring in G*(e). We denote the 
cardinality of a set X by card(X). Define integer matrices on R (that is, matrices 
with coordinates in { lR(n): n E Z}) as follows: 
(a) Let m = max{card(V(d)), l}. If V(d) 1s nonempty, let V = [ ui,] be the m x k 
matrix such that uii = i(m,) if c m,aj is the ith element of V(d), using the order 
of appearance in the list G(d). If V(d) IS empty, let V be a 1 x k matrix of zeros. 
Define V* similarly from V*(e), where V* is an m* X k* matrix with m* = 
max{card(V*(e)), l}. 
(b) For each s5 II, let q, =max{card(Us(d)), l}. If U,(d) is nonempty, let 
U, = [u:;‘] be the q, x 2k matrix with ith row determined from the ith pair 




Mmi) if jsk, 
[,Jn,_k) ifk<j42k. 
If U,(d) is empty, let U, be a 1 x 2k matrix of zeros. Define U: similarly from 
UT(e), where UT is a qT x 2k* matrix for q: = max{card(U:(e)), l}. 
(c) Define Yk = [ylj] to be the 2 x k matrix such that y, = 6,, (Kronecker delta) 
for i=1,2 andj=l,2 ,..., k. Define Yk* to be the 2 x k* matrix given by the 
same rule. 




v= 0 0 1 0 0 0 ) 
000101 1 
u=oooloooooo 10 
1 L 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10 0 -10 ’
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U,=[O 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 01, 
v*=[o 0 1 -1 01, 
[ 
0000101 0 -1 0 
U~=oooollo-l 00 1 ’
Uz = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] and 
y5= [ 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
I (Y6 similar) . 
(We write n for CR(n) in R.) Clearly, m = 3, q1 = 4; = 2 and m* = q2 = qz = 1. 
We can now form the desired system of matrix equations. 
2.11. Theorem. Let R be a ring with unit and d and e r-polynomials in W,,. Then 
d I e is satisfied in every member of VR if any only if there exist a k* X k matrix A 
on R, an m* X m matrix B on R, q: X q, matrices C, for s = 1, . . . , n and q: X 2m 
matrices DS for s = 1, . . . , n satisfying the matrix equations 
V*A=BV, 
j-J* A o* I 1 'O* A forssn, and 
Y,,A = Yk . 
Here, block decomposition of matrices is indicated as usual, with 0* and 0 denoting 
k* x k and m x k zero matrices, respectively, so that 
(m* x k*)(k* x k) equals (m* x m)(m x k) , 
(q: x 2k*)(2k* X 2k) equals 
(4: x q,)(q, x2k) ~1~s (4: x2m)(2mx2k) 
for s = 1,2, . . . , n , and 
(2 x k*)(k* x k ) equals (2 X k) 
gives the matrix dimensions in the above equations. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Define 5 = [R,k, and let N be the R-submodule of 
Rk generated by {e(u): u E V(d)}, with canonical q: Rk+ RkIN and K = 5~. For 
s 5 n, let y, be generated in Rel(Rk/N) by 
{(K(U), ‘du’)): (u, U’> E U,(d)). 
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By Proposition 2.8, d 5 e is satisfied in every member of VR if and only if 
(‘+,), K(%)) Ec(Y,, Y,, . . . 9 Y,> 
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By inductions from top to 
above condition is satisfied 
that 
5 l(rni)Ui = 0 
bottom and bottom to top of G*(e), we see that the 
if and only if there exist u, , u2, . . . , ute in RkIN such 
if 2 mif, E V*(e) , 
for s=1,2,. . . ,n, and 
Ui=K(U,) for i-1,2. 
Now such ui, u2, . . , uk* exist if and only if there is a k* x k matrix A = [aij] 
on R such that 
ui = (a,,, ai2. . . 7 a,,)+N forisk*. 
Straightforward but cumbersome calculations, which we omit, show that V*A = 
BV is equivalent to the requirement that cf:, [(m,)u, = 0 when c mii. is in 
v*(e), Y,,A = Y, is equivalent to selecting [(a,) as representative for ui = ~(a~) = 
[(a,) + N for i = 1,2, and the remaining IZ matrix equations are equivalent to 
requiring membership in y, of pairs corresponding to elements of U:(e), s = 
1,2,. . . , n. Therefore, d I e for all members of VR if and only if the given matrix 
equations are satisfiable in R. 0 
2.12. Example. For d and e as in Example 2.4, we can check that the matrix 
equations of Theorem 2.11 are solvable in any ring R, taking A = [a,] to be a 
5 X 6 matrix of all zeros except a,, = uz2 = 1, B to be a 1 X 3 zero matrix, 
1 1 
c,= 0 0 > [ 1 [ 0 0 -1 0 0 0 D,= (J () I 0 100’ 
C, to be a 1 x 1 zero matrix, and D, to be a 1 x 6 zero matrix. (As before, write n 
for lR(n).) It can be shown that d 5 e is satisfied in all members of V. 
Supposing that d and e are (0, Z) lattice polynomials, it can be verified that the 
equations in Theorem 2.11 correspond to two copies of the same system of ring 
equations, one involving the odd numbered variables a, and f, and the other 
involving the even numbered variables. By eliminating the redundancy in this 
special case, some matrix dimensions can be halved in the system of matrix 
equations of Theorem 2.11. 
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2.13. Theorem. Let R be a ring with unit, and let d and e be r-polynomials. Then 
there exist integers m 2 0 and n 2 1, which are recursively computable from d and 
e, such that d 5 e is satisfied in all members of ‘!VR if and only if there exists r in R 
such that {(m)r = l(n). 
Proof. By examination, we see that the matrix equations of Theorem 2.11 are 
equivalent to a productless system of ring equations 
c(n,)r, + l(n,,)r, + . * . + I(nir)r, = l(q) , i = 1,2, . . . , S , 
where each n,j and m, is an integer recursively computable from d and e. By [lo, 
Theorem 3, p. 2851, we can recursively compute integers m Z- 0 and n 2 1 from an 
s x t matrix [n;,] and s-vector [mi] such that [5(njj)][r,] = [l(mi)] for some 
r , , r2, . . . , r, in R if and only if [(m)r = l(n) f or some r in R. (Essentially, one 
uses Smith normal form to diagonalize [n,] and reduce the system to finitely 
many divisibility conditions [(ui) 1 {(u,), and then elementary ring arguments to 
reduce to a single divisibility condition c(m) 1 i(n).) Combining this theorem with 
Theorem 2.11 completes the proof. 17 
2.14. Corollary. Suppose R is a ring with characteristic k 2 1. Then the word 
problem for 2/a-free additive relation algebras is recursively solvable. 
Proof. Given m L 0 and n 2 1, i(m)r = l(n) f or some r in R if and only if the 
g.c.d. of m and k divides n [lo, Proposition 1, p. 2811. The result then follows 
from Theorem 2.13. 0 
2.15. Definitions and properties. For p prime, let dgr( p, R) or just dgr( p) denote 
the smallest nonnegative integer j such that [( p’+‘)r = [(p,) for some r in R, 
with dgr( p, R) = w if there is no such j. (That is, dgr(p, R) is the degree of 
invertibility of p in R, as in [lo].) Let [0, w] denote the interval of ordinal 
numbers from 0 to o = (0, 1,2, . . . }, ordered as usual. For X a subset of the set 
of all prime numbers P, let Q(X) be the unique subring of the rationals Q 
containing Z and containing l/p for all p in X. (All subrings of Q containing Z 
have this form.) Let Z(n) denote the ring of integers modulo II, for IZ 2 1. 
(a) Let R = njE, Ri for a family {Rj} jE, of rings with unit. Then J(m)r = c(n) 
has a solution in R if and only if it has a solution in Rj for all j in J. In particular, 
ddp, R) = sup{dgr( p, R,): j E J} 
for each prime p. 
(b) For p, q prime and k 2 0, dgr( p, Z( qk)) equals k if p = q and 0 if p # q. 
(c) For X a set of primes, dgr( p, Q(X)) equals 0 for p in X and w for p not in 
X. 
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2.16. Definitions and properties. Interpreting c(n) in the ring with unit hom(1, 1) 
of an additive relation algebra (see [9,2.18f]), let IS(m) 2 l(n) abbreviate the 
corresponding r-identity. (So, Zc(4) 2 l(2) abbreviates Z(1 + 1 + 1 + 1) 2 1 + 1, 
I[(O) 1 l(3) abb reviates fZ0 2 1 + 1 + 1, etc. These identities have no free vari- 
ables.) 
(a) For R a ring with unit and ~12 1,1((O) I l(n) is satisfied in every member of 
VR iff the characteristic of R divides n. 
(b) For R a ring with unit, p prime and k 2 0, Zi( p”“) 2 <(p”) is satisfied in 
every member of VR iff dgr( p, R) 5 k. 
2.17. Corollary. Let R be a ring with characteristic zero. Then the word problem 
for ?lft<-free additive relation algebras is recursively decidable if and only tf the 
predicate dgr( p, R) 5 k is recursively computable for all primes p and k 2 0. In 
particular, it is recursively decidable if p H dgr( p, R) is computable for all primes 
P. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 2.13 with the arguments used to prove [lo, Theorem 6, 
p. 2941. 0 
The computability criteria above are distinct, as shown by the following: 
2.18. Example. Let r(n) be a recursive function such that the image of r(n) is not 
recursive (see [4, pp. 74-751). C onstruct R by [lo, Proposition 4, p. 2881 or using 
2.15 so that dgr(pi, R) = k if k is the smallest integer such that y(k) = i, with 
dgr( pi, R) = w if there is no such k. Obviously dgr( p, R) 5 k is decidable by 
examining y(l), y(2), . . . , y(k), but p I-+ dgr( p, R) cannot be recursive because 
the inverse image of {w} is not recursively enumerable. 
It is apparent that the decision procedure of Theorem 2.13 has a potential to 
solve word problems for some finitely-presented YR-algebras, with implications 
for certain diagram-chasing problems in R-Mod. We sketch the standard method 
of projective algebras often used for such reductions. This method seems to be a 
folklore technique for lattice theory. 
2.19. Definition and properties. An algebra A of some type u is projective with 
respect to a variety W of a-algebras if it is a coretract of a w-free algebra B: 
there exist a-homomorphisms u : A+ B and /3 : B + A such that ap = 1,. 
(a) If Ur’ is a subvariety of W, A is in W’ and A is projective for 7V, then A is 
projective for w’. 
(b) Suppose “ur is a variety of a-algebras, and A is projective in “w’ via 
a:A+B and /3:B-+A, where B is w-free on n generators b,,b, ,..., b,,. 
Suppose A is w-finitely presented, say by relations p,(P(b,), . . . , P(b,,)) = 
qj( P(b,), , P(b,)) for a-polynomials pj(x,, . . , x,) and q,(x,, . . . , x,), j = 
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1,2,. . . , m. Then for any a-polynomials p(xr, . . . , xn) and 4(x1,. . x,), the 
implicational (‘basic Horn’) sentence 
is satisfied in every member of W if and only if for x = PLY 
P(X(b,)>. . 7 x(&J = 4MU. . . ) x@J in B. 
Of course, equality of two elements of a W-free algebra B is equivalent to an 
appropriate o-identity being satisfied in every member of W (see [5, Lemma 1, p. 
1691). Using 2.19(b), we can construct a recursive transformation to u-identities 
from implicational sentences with the fixed set of hypotheses given by p, and q, for 
i 5 m and any given p and q, assuming that cT-polynomials representing x(bj) for 
j i n are known. 
Whether members of the finitely based variety “Ir satisfy all the identities 
holding in Rel(M) for Z-modules M is still unclear. Furthermore, we might 
conjecture that an additive relation algebra A satisfying all such identities would 
be representable by a Z-module M, that is, isomorphic to a T-subalgebra of 
Rel(M). We state the related open problems: 
Problem 1. Is the variety of additive relation algebras Vz generated by 
{Rel(M): M in Z-Mod} finitely based? Is Vz = V? 
Problem 2. Is the class of additive relation algebras representable by Z-modules a 
variety? In particular, if an additive relation algebra A is representable by a 
Z-module, is each homomorphic image of A representable also? 
3. Classification of varieties of additive relation algebras 
We complete our analysis by adapting the classification and duality results of 
[lo, 331, using also discussion from [3]. 
3.1. Definition and properties. For any function f: P+ [0, 01 from the set of 
primes P to the ordinal interval [0, 01, let S(f) denote the ring 
QW> x $L Z(Pf’P’), where X= {p E P: f(p) < co}. 
(If desired, trivial factors Z(1) for primes p such that f(p) = 0 can be omitted.) 
(a) If p is prime, dgr( p, S(f)) = f( p) (see 2.15). S(f) is a commutative ring 
with characteristic zero. 
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3.2. Theorem. Suppose R is a ring with unit. Then YK = VzC,,) if and only if R has 
characteristic n, n 2 1. Furthermore, wlp = V.sCfI for f : P+ [0, w] if and only if R 
has characteristic zero and dgr( p, R) = f( p) for all primes p. 0 
The equations V, = V,Y above follow from Theorem 2.13 by the arguments used 
to prove [lo, Theorem 4, p. 2921. The inequalities VR # V.T follow from 2.16(a), 
(b) when R and S have different characteristics or different degrees of invertibility 
for some prime p. 
3.3. Corollary. For each ring R, there exists a unique S in 
{Z(n): n 2 l} U {S(f): f: P+ [0, w]) 
such that Y”R = Vs. 0 
3.4. Corollary. Suppose R is a torsion-free ring with unit, and X is the set of 
primes p such that l(p) is invertible in R. Then VR depends only on X, and 
VR-free word problems are recursively solvable if and only if X is a recursive 
set. 0 
The proof is just as for [lo, Corollary 5, p. 2941. 
3.5. Corollary. Suppose R is a von Neumann regular ring with zero characteristic, 
and X is the set of primes p such that l(p) is invertible in R. Then VR depends only 
on X, and VR-free word problems are recursively solvable if and only if X is 
recursive. 0 
The proof is similar to [lo, Corollary 6, p. 2941. 
3.6. Theorem. Let j, k 2 1 and f, g : P+ [0, w]. Then 
(4 %(,) = %(k) if and only if j divides k. 
(b) %(,) = Yscr, f i and only if for each prime p, m 5 f(p) for m the largest 
nonnegative integer such that pm divides j. 
(c) yTCfJ C Vzc,) is always false. 
(d) YW, = %g) if and only if f( p) 5 g(p) for all primes p. Cl 
The proof is the same as for [lo, Theorem 5, pp. 292-2931. 
As usual, we must avoid foundational obstacles to formation of the lattice of all 
varieties of r-algebras (see [5, p. 1721). 
3.7. Definitions. Let W(X, T) denote the r-algebra of all r-polynomials on 
{xi>iZIT and let Z(r) denote the order dual of the lattice of all fully invariant 
congruences of W(X, r). By [5, Theorem 6, p. 166 and Corollary 2, p. 1721, there 
is a one-one correspondence between elements 0 of Z(T) and varieties W of 
r-algebras, with 8 5 0’ iff ?V C W’ for 0 corresponding to W and 8’ to W’. 
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For R a ring with unit, let 19, denote the fully invariant congruence of Y’(7) 
corresponding to VR. Define 9 C Z(7) by 
3 = { 0,: R is a ring with unit}. 
Define [0, ~1” to be the distributive lattice of all functions P-t [0, w] ordered 
pointwise, a denumerable power of the denumerable chain [0, w]. For ~12 1, let 
f,, : P+ [0, w] be defined so that f,(p) is the largest nonnegative integer m such 
that pm divides n. For 2 the two-element lattice (0, l} with 0 < 1, let p : .T+ 2 X 
[0, wlP be given by ~(8,) = (0, f,) if R has characteristic 12, ~12 1, and ~(8,) = 
(1, f) if R has characteristic zero and f(p) = dgr( p, R) for all primes p. Note 
that p[T] countains (0, f) iff f(p) = 0 for all but finitely many primes p and 
f(p) < 0 for all primes p. Of course, p[F] contains (1, f) for all f in [0, ~1’. 
Roughly speaking, we next show that { VR: R a ring with unit} is a join 
subsemilattice of the lattice of varieties of T-algebras, isomorphic to the distribu- 
tive sublattice p[Y] of 2 x [0, ~1’. Similar results for lattice varieties were given 
in [3, lo]. 
3.8. Theorem. 3 is a join subsemilattice of Z(r). The function p : .T+ 2 x [0, w]’ 
is a lattice embedding, so F is a distributive lattice isomorphic to the subdirect 
product p[.Y] of 2 x [0, ~1’. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.13 and 2.15(a), the set of T-identities satisfied in VR for 
R = n,,, R, is the intersection of the r-identities for VR,, j E 1. Since the fully 
invariant congruences can be regarded as the r-identities satisfied in the varieties, 
the intersection of the congruences corresponds to the join in L!?(T). So, YR is the 
join of the VR , j E J, in L!?(T). 
Now p is one-one by Theorem 3.2, and we can verify that 0,s 0, iff VK C vs iff 
~(8,) 5 p(B,), using Theorem 3.6. By computation, p[Y] is a sublattice of 
2 x [0, ~1’. So, 9 is isomorphic to p[ Y], which is a distributive subdirect product 
of 2 X [0, w]’ containing continuously many elements. Cl 
We next show that ‘?VR admits order and converse duals, like V. (See [9, 2.71.) 
3.9. Theorem. Zf A is in VR, then A’““, Aord and A * are all in VR, for any ring R 
with unit. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. By Corollary 3.3, there is a commutative ring S 
such that ‘VK = ‘VT. By Birkhoff’s theorem (see [5, Theorem 2, p. 152]), A is a 
homomorphic image of a T-subalgebra of n,,, Rel(M,) for some family {n/l,} jEJ 
of S-modules. Since S equals its opposite ring Sop, by [9, 3.91 there exists a 
T-embedding of Rel(M,)* into Rel(N,) for some S-module N,, each j in J. Since 
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A* is a homomorphic image of a r-subalgebra of njE, Rel(M,)*, it follows that 
A* is in Y.Y, hence in ‘V,<. By [9,2.7(a), (b)], Ac0” and Aord are also in ‘?fR. 0 
We conclude with an axiomatization result. 
3.10. Theorem. Suppose R is a ring with characteristic zero such that dgr( p, R) < 
w for infinitely many primes p. Then VR is not finitely based. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses, and let U be a finite set of r-identities satisfied 
throughout VR. Then ‘VR C V’, where Y’ is the equational class axiomatized by 
U. By Theorem 2.13 and [lo, Proposition 2, p. 2831, there are m C- 0 and n 2 1 
such that, for any ring S, every member of U is satisfied throughout Y, iff 
&(m)s = L(n) f or some s in S. Then m > 0 because R has characteristic zero. 
Taking S = Q!(X), where X is the set of primes dividing m, we have YfY C y’. But 
X is finite, so dgr( p, R) = k < w for some p not in X. Then I(( pk+‘) 2 {(p”) is 
satisfied in every member of VR but not in every member of Y.s, by 2.15(c) and 
2.16(b). So, Y> JZY’“~, hence VR # V’. This proves that ‘YK is not axiomatizable by 
any finite set U of r-identities. 0 
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